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ABSTRACT

Visions of future airborne data acquisition systems include the “network in the sky”
concept where a test or training participant logs on to the range network, just like today's
computer users on the ground log onto the local area network (LAN). Through two-way
telemetry links, the test or training participant seamlessly becomes a node in the range
network. Thus, easily sharing data with event controllers and other airborne, ship-,
ground-, and space-based network nodes. Such a network would allow the conduct of
highly integrated test/training scenarios involving virtual and real participants without
requiring physical proximity. This technology has a high payoff for the warfighter,
making it a desirable objective of present and future DoD-funded development of data
acquisition systems.

This much-anticipated, future state-of-the-art in data acquisition will require extensive
changes from today's test/training instrumentation architecture. Based on technology that
is currently emerging for computer networks, this paper describes an evolutionary path
for data acquisition systems to follow in order to achieve the anticipated bandwidth
required for future bandwidth-intensive applications like the network in the sky. New
networking paradigms, like Sun's Jini™ project, point the way to impressive usability
with dramatically lower costs and network administration in the near term for ground-
based networks, but they require support for just-in-time delivery of software “drivers”
and other applications. These need gigabit network speeds to be viable. If this and other
new networking technology is to be transferred to the test/training domain, bit rates will
require two orders of magnitude improvement from today's 10-megabit range.



This paper explores the technological and political telemetry issues that must be
addressed before there can be a network in the sky (or anywhere else).

CURRENT INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The current state of the art in airborne data acquisition is the Common Airborne Instrumentation System
(CAIS). The CAIS uses a point-to-point network model where external data sources (sensors and data
buses on the test/training vehicle) are connected to specially designed remote units. These remote units
are data collection points for samples from the sources which store the samples in internal memory. The
master instrumentation unit (called the control unit) broadcasts a request for a specific sample from a
specific remote unit on the command bus. The remote unit responds a set period later with the sample on
the response bus. The control unit outputs the data in a synchronized stream which is typically pulse
code modulated (PCM’d) to the ground. The ground-based instrumentation support system
decommutates the data (telemetry data processor), computes engineering unit values (server), and
displays data using a local network (Figure 1). This basic telemetry network architecture has remained
substantially unchanged since the 1970s.

Figure 1: A Simple Point-to-Point Instrumentation Network

The main difficulty in managing instrumentation networks like the CAIS is maintaining
configuration control. There are redundant sensors and patch panels so the
instrumentation operations engineer needs to note and carefully manage connection
changes. In addition, remote unit programming includes setting up appropriate signal
conditioning algorithms and parameters for each analog input channel, and deciding on
memory maps for each bus message set. Making sure the right sensor is connected to the
correct signal conditioning card with the correct settings, or that the desired bus message
words are captured in the correct remote unit memory address, can be a real challenge,
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especially if there are several hundred analog sensors or several thousand bus messages
on a particular test article.

To further complicate matters, programming of the remote and control units depends on
the user maintaining instrumentation network configuration externally since there is no
self-description mechanism in this architecture. Keeping all the information about the
network configuration is just part of the information management challenge. In addition,
specific information describing every instrumentation sample and how samples are
processed into measurands (the physical quantities and bus data, in engineering units,
being measured on the test article) must also be maintained and effectively distributed to
downstream data processing nodes. Additional problems include: the airborne network
connections require large wire bundles and extensive installation efforts; remote units are
not easily added or removed; sensor calibration requires extensive manual effort; and
possible removal and replacement of the sensor.

CONVERGENCE WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS

If we think of this telemetry architecture as a network (even though the telemetry link is
only one way) it resembles the architecture of early computer networks. In both types of
networks, configuration management was an ongoing effort and manual integration of the
components into a usable system was mandatory, as well as time- and labor-intensive.
The authors contend that there is an analogy between the way computer networks have
and will continue to evolve, including future network innovations, and the way telemetry
networks should evolve. We see a definite convergence of networking technologies in the
near (5 to 10 years) future.

One reason for convergence is cost. It is simply too expensive to develop specialized
network topologies for testing when viable computer networking standards exist. This
was the insight of the Navy's NexGenBus project, which has chosen Fibre Channel as the
standard for next generation test instrumentation systems. Another factor driving
convergence is acquisition reform within the U.S. Government. New acquisition
guidance embraces commercial standards and does away with special MIL standards and
detailed specifications. Commercial and nondevelopmental items are likewise favored
over custom-built whenever they can meet the mission need. The combination of these
two powerful forces is driving test instrumentation networks and computer networks to
converge.

ADVANCED PLUG AND PLAY ARCHITECTURES

Adding peripherals to early PCs required special integration effort, much as does adding
or exchanging remote, control, or instrumentation support units in a CAIS network.
However, adding them to a modern PC is fairly easy due to the plug-and-play standard.
In contrast, adding devices to a modern network is still not all that easy, although it is still



easier than changing configuration on today’s instrumentation networks. Even adding
something as simple as a network printer often requires some action by a network
administrator in addition to the physical connection of the device to the network.
Installation of software, drivers, interfacing middleware, etc., and manual configuration
of the devices, software, and drivers takes a large staff and a lot of time. In the domain of
computer networks as in the domain of instrumentation networks, economics is driving
change. To make networks easier (and less expensive) to manage, industry is developing
architectures that implement plug-and-play-like features, allowing the easy installation
and configuration of devices.

Sun’s Jini™ 0 architecture provides a method for devices and applications to self-identify
and determine functional abilities of other devices and applications on the network
without human intervention. Jini™ is based on the concepts of discovery, join, and
lookup (Figure 2). This architecture requires a coordinator that might also be thought of
as a library catalog of functions, or a bulletin board available on the network. Once
installed, a new component (hardware or software) broadcasts its existence to the
network. The coordinator discovers this component through the broadcast and acquires a
description of the services the component can perform. The coordinator then adds this
description to its catalog (posts the information on the bulletin board). When another
component needs a service, it queries the coordinator to do a lookup of services for a
match. When a match is found, the coordinator then introduces the two components
which then communicate with each other to implement the required function. At that
point, the coordinator is no longer needed and is no longer part of the conversation
between the joined components.

An innovative detail of the Jini™ architecture is how the components know how to talk
to each other. The peer-to-peer communications is established through just-in-time
downloads of the equivalent of device drivers. When the coordinator introduces the two
components, it also downloads Java™ programs that allow them to talk to each other.

Figure 2: Jini™ Architecture
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It certainly seems as though Jini™ will be implemented commercially. Whether Jini™ (a
very new concept) and Java™ (still going through growing pains) is the solution to a
versatile network has yet to be seen. However, the fundamental concepts of discovery,
join, lookup, and of peer-to-peer (versus master/slave or client/server) interaction seem to
be valid and should be pursued.

THE GOAL: A NETWORK IN THE SKY

The question most often asked in the DoD Acquisition Community when someone
advocates new technology as a solution is, “Why do we need that?” Indeed, You Can
Move Packets … Now What? 0 raises some very good questions regarding the usage of a
telemetry network. Let us explore why a network is the appropriate architecture for test
and training.

The first and foremost reason is flexibility. The current test instrumentation systems are
static in the sense that they are programmed prior to the start of the test flight, then they
simply perform as programmed. This does not allow for in-flight changes to these
programs. Because testing is all about discovering unknown behavior in the test article,
this static, preprogrammed data collection scenario forces flight testers to request that
every possible measurement be collected and transmitted to the ground. On a modern test
aircraft, this amount of data easily exceeds governing telemetry standards and allocated
bandwidth. To trim the data volume down to meet the telemetry link capacity and still
meet the testers’ needs when something unanticipated happens, all the data needs to be
available, but perhaps only by request. The capability to command what measurements
are transmitted would allow testers access to the data they need when they need it. This
flexibility would be especially evident when multiple test articles are involved in a test or
training exercise. Each test/training participant could simply use discover and join
operations to “log on” to the telemetry network, thereby making information important to
deciding mission success available to whatever network users require it.

Another reason is better distribution of the workload. The current architecture has all the
signal conditioning occurring in remote units, but all of the data processing occurring on
the ground. A more balanced approach might be to distribute the data processing,
including some onboard processing to produce computed results versus transmitting raw
data to the ground for crunching. If the Jini™ technology were employed on a
test/training telemetry network, data processing routines could be transferred just in time
with the data to process the data wherever there are the network resources to do so.

Having the intelligence distributed among the network components, as in the Jini™
model, also alleviates the necessity of manually keeping track of airborne and
instrumentation support system configurations and changes. When the network
configuration is required for any reason, a poling of currently attached components via



the lookup mechanism in Jini™ would produce the desired results. This would effectively
remove most of the integration and configuration management problems being
experienced with today’s instrumentation networks.

EVOLUTIONARY STEPS

Figure 3 provides a diagram of the areas that need to be developed in order to implement
a Jini™-like telemetry network. The foundational issue of bandwidth is an ongoing
industry wide problem. The other two foundational blocks in the diagram concern
intelligent ground and onboard systems. These are main topics in Plug-and-Play-Like
Data Acquisition 0 and the reader is encouraged to view that paper for further discussion.
Ground based systems are far ahead of onboard systems but both still need improvement
through the use of faster hardware buses, more extensive middleware, and higher level
architectures. For onboard systems, the development of an easily programmable, self-
documenting data source (e.g., a smart sensor) and self-documentation for data buses
(i.e., smart buses) are also needed. Even after these critical support structures are in place,
there still needs to be some significant development of the network in the sky itself. The
pillars in Figure 3 represent some of these.

Certainly one of the biggest issues is that of bandwidth. With current technology, the
spectrum available for T&E use is around 30 megabits, although some newer modulation
techniques might increase this by 2 to 4 times. This is not even close to the gigabit level
needed for Jini™-like functionality. It seems reasonable to assume that the bandwidth
available for a telemetry network will always lag that available for wired terrestrial
networks – probably by at least an order of magnitude. The just-in-time driver download
aspect of a Jini™-like architecture needs a large bandwidth. Thus, it may be necessary to
develop a “weak-link” version of Jini™. For example, a full set of ‘drivers’ may be
required to be resident on the test vehicle as well as on any ground-based networks.
When brokers require network services, the driver to connect to that service can be
‘downloaded’ from the local network, be it in the sky or on the ground. A simple message
to switch ‘drivers’ could initiate simultaneous downloads both places. This may be a
reasonable compromise since it is not likely that dynamic changes in data being sent over
the network will be requested during a test point maneuver. This compromise also avoids
the economic issue of reinstrumenting all existing test vehicles with networking
hardware.



Figure 3: Architecture for A Network in the Sky

Continuing the evolution, it is logical to begin evolving two-way communications next.
As an indication of how far we truly are from a network in the sky, consider that most of
our most advanced test vehicles do not have simple uplink ability. Even though multiple
formats can be programmed into an instrumentation system to be telemetered, we are still
dependent on the pilot pressing a button in the cockpit to change formats. A command
uplink that could perform these types of simple functions would be the first step toward a
telemetry network.

The next issue to tackle is how to format the telemetry stream – packets or open pipe.
There are two significant differences between these choices: overhead and delays.
Ethernet tends to peak at about 60-percent bandwidth efficiency due to a variety of
overhead factors. This overhead makes the move to packetized telemetry
counterproductive to meeting the ever-growing desire for more data to be transmitted.
The very nature of packetization requires buffering the packet before sending, and the
multi-user aspect of a network implies a packet may have to wait for other packets to
finish transmission before being sent itself. Buffering, of course, means delays in
communicating potentially critical data. Another concern is that packets are not always
received in the original time sequence due to nondeterministic buffering. When
monitoring a test or training scenario for safety reasons it can be argued that zero delay is
desirable. On the other hand, open-pipe telemetry (using pulse code modulation and other
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techniques) can be up to 95-percent effective [4] with minimal delay. But open-pipe is
typically a fixed set of messages, preprogrammed, and unchangeable. Certainly a more
flexible method of changing the open pipe format will need to be developed.

Finally, an issue the authors think may be the biggest hurdle of all is user acceptance.
Telemetry using PCM is a very tried and true method of collecting real time data.
Although ground-based networks work fairly well most of the time, there are total
failures more often than most people would like. Are users really going to have
confidence that a network in the sky is going to work at the critical moment they need it?
Certainly networks are not as fast as most people want and we have already stated that a
telemetry link will be slower than wired links. Once you say network in the sky, the risk
is that the user’s expectation will be that it will provide the same level of access that a
wired network does. A real challenge will be to retain user confidence that critical time
correlation will be maintained.

SUMMARY

The most important conclusion for the telemetry community is that the limiting factors
for packetized telemetry noted above mean that the open-pipe approach will not go away
very soon. Packetized telemetry may very well be employed as a secondary method to the
standard PCM used today, but current efficiency limitations make it unlikely to take over
as the primary method of telemetering data.

The fundamental conclusion we derive for the test community is that the true network in
the sky implementation is still far off. Convergence with computer network technology
will certainly help advance the state-of-the-art, but the limiting factor is the natural
resource of RF spectrum. Its scarcity may, in fact, prevent such a network from being
realized for quite some time. Related factors to the weakness of the telemetry network
link include overhead, delay, and user demand for ever-increasing quantities of data and
flexibility in data selection. Even with these difficulties, the authors still think the
network in the sky concept is realizable and offer the following scenario for how a
telemetry network might be used during a standard test.

Preflight preparations would consist of poling the test article subnet to ascertain its data
delivery capabilities. If the capabilities were acceptable for the particular test planned, the
flight would proceed; otherwise additional instrumentation would need to be added. Once
airborne, packetized telemetry could be used to set up the specifics of an open-pipe data
format for the first test point. Tests, especially test flights, can be broken into those
periods where a test point is being flown (for example, an envelope-expanding test).
During this activity real-time data collection is critical. The other time between test points
the test vehicle is being monitored but is simply setting up for the next test point. During
a test maneuver, open-pipe telemetry would be used to maximize the data sent to the



ground node from the airborne node. Ground observers could analyze the data in real-
time, looking for unexpected events (something people are very good at). After the test
maneuver packetized communications between ground and airborne network nodes could
be resumed to set up the next open-pipe data format, request retransmission of missed
data due to dropouts, request additional data to help in analyzing anomalous behavior,
etc. Safety-of-flight parameters are being stored in short-term accessible memory where
they can be quickly sent in packets as a secondary backup. During breaks between test
points, one might use onboard processing to monitor safety of flight. Since test point
transitional flight is typically within the known flight envelope, and since computers are
very good at detecting anomalies from known (or expected) data (much better than
humans!), limit checks onboard the test/training vehicle that trigger immediate network
interrupts when violated, might provide sufficient safety margins.

There is no question that technology will support this proposed scenario. However, there
are some very real political issues to be overcome. The payoff for the improvement of the
weapons system test and evaluation process seems to be worth the cultural and attitudinal
changes necessary.
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